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Presidency Nominees Announced
ST. PAUL, MN - Today Chancel- MSUAASF; Dr. Everett Walden
r Garry D. Hays released the and Joseph Emanuel, IFO; Judy
tmes of those candidates for the Cordes and David Lejk, PSP; and
.esidency of Winona State Uni- Jerome Christensen and James
Tsity whose credentials will be Schumann, Students.
'aluated by a Joint Advisory
mmittee. On the Advisory ComCandidates for Winona State
ittee are: Gary Janikowski and University are: Dr. Richard Beitzel,
lane Dingfelder, Administration; Executive Vice President and Vice
)is Simmons and Dr. James Mootz, President for Academic Affairs,

State Legislature Issues Statement on
Future of Southwest State
ST. PAUL, MN - Today eight legislators, including four committee
chairmen, issued a statement concerning the future of Southwest State
University. Those legislators are: Senator Roger Moe, Chairman, Senate
Finance Committee; Senator Jerome Hughes, Chairman, Senate
Education Committee; Representative Ray Faricy, Chairman, Education
Division, House Appropriations Committee; Representative Peter
Fugina, Chairman, House Higher Education Committee; Senators James
Nichols (Lake Benton) and Marion Menning (Edgerton); and
Representatives Russell Stanton (Arco) and Wendell Erickson (Hills).
The State University Board had earlier requested the legislative
leadership to take early action with regard to the future of Southwest
State University. More recently, Governor Rudy Purpich asked the
legislature to consider whether Southwest State University ought to
become a part of the University of Minnesota.
The legislators said they were responding to the State University
Board and to the Governor at this time "so the Board may proceed to
recruit a permanent president for Southwest State University within a
more known context, and so students at SSU -- both present and
prospective -- have a more definite view concerning the future of the
institution." The legislators expressed their views through a joint statement which
included three points:
1. "It is our conviction that Southwest State University should remain
open as a four year institution under the State University Board with
a basic liberal arts curriculum and such occupational programs for
which need can be justified. It is our view, however, that it is unrealistic to expect Southwest State University ever to have large enrollment in strictly technical programs, given the existence of five
AVTIs in the immediate region.
2. "Southwest State University should continue to offer rehabilitation
services for the handicapped.
3. "It is our intention that subsequently in the appropriation process, a
minimum staffing base for Southwest State University will be established so long as the enrollment remains within the range of 900 1,500 FTE students."
In elaborating upon the statement, Rep. Stanton said, "I had originally
pressed to have Southwest State become a branch of the University of
Minnesota. However, after consultations with a large number of
legislators and officials from the Governor's Office, and the University of
Minnesota, it appears to me that that solution is politically not feasible at
this time and, therefore, plan to give my support and push for the
adoption of the essential points put forth in the Hays plan. I believe the
Hays plan would give Southwest an excellent student-faculty ratio and a
base number of faculty under which no cuts would occur. These factors
combined with the excellent physical plant at Marshall assure that an
excellent quality education can be delivered at Southwest, and I believe
the school's enrollments can be stabilized and perhaps even grow if
people push to make this plan work."
Chancellor Garry D. Hays, who has presented a budget to the
legislature based on a minimum staffing base, said, "We are very pleased
that the legislature has been responsive to the need for a statement
concerning the future of Southwest State University and supportive of
the concept of a minimum staffing base. We feel this will help to provide,
in the long run, a stability which SSU has not had."
Hays also said this action should assist in the recruitment of strong
presidential leadership and in encouraging prospective students to
consider SSU.

Candidates also
announced at SSU

ST. PAUL, MN - Today Chancellor Garry D. Hays released the names
of those candidates for the presidency at Southwest State University
whose credentials will be evaluated by a Joint Advisory Committee.
Candidates for Southwest State University are: Dr. Paige Carruth,
Vice President for Student Affairs, West Texas State University; Dr.
Lowell Gillett, Dean of Graduate and Continuing Studies, St. Cloud State
University; Dr. E. W. Hibbard, Dean of the College and Vice President,
State University College/Glen Falls; Dr. Lois Kaufman, Executive Vice
Chancellor, Los Angeles Community College District; Dr. Joseph
McFadden, Dean, School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Slippery
Rock State College; Dr. Wilhelmina McFee, Executive Officer for
Academic Affairs, University System of New Hampshire; Dr. Eugene L.
McGarry, Vice President for Academic Administration, California State
University/Fullerton; Dr. Allen Millar, College and University Program
Counselor, University of Nebraska; Dr. Douglas Picht, Executive Dean,
San Jose State University; Dr. Howard Rose, Dean, College of
Education and Graduate School, University of Wisconsin/LaCrosse; Mr.
Duane Scribner, Staff Assistant to U.S. Senator Wendell Anderson; Dr.
Charles E. P. Simmons, Vice President for Academic Affairs, University
of Evansville; Dr. Don E. Springman, Vice President and Academic
Dean, Bluefield State College; Dr. Jefferson Ware, Assistant
Commissioner of Personnel, State of Minnesota, Dr. Jon Wefald,
Commissioner of Agriculture, State of Minnesota; and Dr. Glenn D.
Williams, Vice President for Student Affairs, Eastern Illinois
University.

Bemidji St: to University, Bemidji,
Minnesota; Dr. William H. Capitan,
Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Dean of the Faculty, West
Virginia Wesleyan College, Buckannon, West Virginia; Dr. James W.
Davis, Dean, College -of Arts and
Sciences, Western Washington
State College, Bellingham, Washington; Dr. Lewis J. Downing,
Head, Division of Behavioral
Sciences, Bemidji State University,
Bemidji, Minnesota; Dr. Donald E.
Fouts, Executive Director, Lake
Superior Association of Colleges
and Universities, Duluth, Minnesota; Dr. Fulton Gallagher, Head,
Division of Fine Arts, Bemidji State
University, Bemidji, Minnesota; Dr.
Lowell Gillett, Dean of Graduate
and Continuing Studies, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota; Dr. H. Gaylon Greenhill,
Professor of Political Science, University of Wisconsin/Whitewater,
Whitewater, Wisconsin; Dr. Robert
Hanson, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Moorhead State
University, Moorhead, Minnesota;
Dr. John C. Haugland, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, University of Wisconsin/Superior, Superior, Wisconsin; Dr. E. W.
Hibbard, Dean of the College and

The
Student
Voice

Vice President, 'State University
College/Glens Falls, Glens Falls,
New York; Dr. Michael J. Mendelsohn, Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of Faculties,
University of Tampa, Tampa, Florida; Dr. Allen Millar, College and
University Program Counselor,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Nebraska; Dr. Richard I. Miller,
Associate Director for Academic
Affairs, Illinois Board of Higher
Education, Springfield, Illinois; Dr.
Douglas R. Picht, Executive Dean,
San Jose State University, San.
Jose, California, Dr. Howard Rose,
Dean, College of Education and
Graduate School, University of
Wisconsin/LaCrosse, LaCrosse,
Wisconsin; Dr. Charles E. P.
Simmons, Vice President for Academic Affairs, University of Evansville, Indiana; Dr. Jefferson Ware,
Assistant Commissioner of Personnel, State of Minnesota, St. Paul,
Minnesota; Dr. Lloyd Watkins,
President, West Texas State University, Canyon; Texas; and Dr.
Glenn D. Williams, Vice President
for Student Affairs, Eastern Illinois
University, Charleston, Illinois.
The presidential search procedure as adopted by the State
University Board provides for the

Joint Advisory Committee comprised of two representatives from
each of the following: Student
senate, the exclusive representatives of the faculty and administrative unions, professional support
personnel, alumni and other citizens
from the service region, and the
university administration.
After receiving evaluations from
the Advisory Committee and from
the respective administrations, the
procedure adopted by the State
University Board then calls for the
Chancellor to reduce the list to
five-seven names by March 25.
After further screening by the
Chancellor's staff and university
administrative officers, the Chancellor will then select three-five
candidates for interviews on the
respective campuses with five to ten
members from each of the following
groups: students, faculty, administrative and service faculty, professional support personnel, alumni
and residents of the service region,
and the university administration.
After receiving written evaluation from each group by May 10,
Chancellor Hays will recommend
three-four candidates for interviews
with the State University Board on
May 17-18.
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Readers Theatre
First at Mankato

From left to right, Jim Danneker, Steve Geck, Ross Willoughby, and Debby Darby, shown giving a
performance of "Thirteen Clocks" which is the piece they performed at the Mankato State speech
tourney to gain first place in Readers Theatre. [Photo by Rod Lindberg, WINONAN [Photo-Editor]
How would you like to compete in
an event only twice and bring home
a trophy each time? Well, that is
exactly what the Winona State
University Readers Theatre group
has done.
Ross Willoughby, Steve Geck,
Debby Darby, and Jim Danneker
won first place in Readers Theatre,
at the Mankato State Forensics
tournament on February 25 and 26.
Their performance of "Thirteen
Clocks" won second place in their
only other tournament experience
at the University of WisconsinStout on December third.
Candi Smith and Geck also placed
individually. Smith brought home
another trophy as she placed third
in Poetry Interpretation while Geck
was fifth in the same category.
That now makes eight trophies
that the WSU team has won this
year as coach Walter McCormick's

squad finished in seventh place in
the team standings at Mankato with
21 sweepstakes points. Kansas
State Emporium was first in the 35
team field with 58 points followed
by Inver Hills Community College
with 53 and Anoka Ramsey Junior
College with 42.
Other students competing at
Mankato were Carrie Murphy,
David Schwartz, Mary Hartman,
Jack Carnac, Mike Nieland, Carol
Delano, Kevin Williams, Julie
Kalmes, Pat Feehan, Amy Wolfe,
Nancy McClure, and Jean Nelson.
Four members of the squad along
with McCormick left on March 16 to
take part in a national tournament
in Seattle, Washington, which ran
March 20-23.
McCormick, Willoughby, Geck,
Nieland, and Terry Riska spent 49

hours on a bus to attend the 30th Pi
Kappa Delta National Convention
and Tournament.
Willoughby and Geck will be
competing in Interpretation, which
includes pieces from Prose, Poetry,
and Dramatic Literature; while
Nieland and Riska will be in After
Dinner Speaking and Informative
Speaking respectively.
According to McCormick, Pi
Kappa Delta is a national Fraternity
or society which recognizes excellence in forensics and debate.
The tournament will include some
three to five hundred contestants.
McCormick went on to say, "Because of the expense each school will
be bringing only their top few
people (four to six), so we will be
competing against a lot of schools
and a lot of good people."
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Campus Shorts
NOTICE
Applications are now available for
new athletic commission members
for WSU women's athletics. They
can be obtained from Judy Rader in
the physical education office in
Memorial Hall

CANOE TRIP
Rec club is sponsoring an overnight mapping and canoeing expedition down the Mississippi River
starting at Alma, staying overnight
at Prairie Island, and then down to
Homer, on April 23, 1977. There will
be a meeting to assign canoes and
discuss agenda on Tuesday, March
29. Anyone is welcome.

LECTURE
Saturday, March 26, Dr. Willard
W. Hartup will present a lecture
discussion on aggression in children.
It will be held at the Central
Methodist Church in the guild hall
from 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon. Students,
parents and teachers are invited to
attend. Registration is two dollars.
The lecture is sponsored by Winona
Early Childhood Association.

WINONA HOTLINE
"We Care," the Winona volunteer
hotline, will hold its next staff
training sessions on March 22, 24,
26, and 27 in conference rooms one
and two in Kryzko Commons at
WSU. The first session will start at
6 p.m. According to President Ellen
Delaney, "We Care" is especially in
need of staffers who will be
available to work this summer.
Those interested may call 452-5590.

UP AND CO.
Anyone interested in showing off
their hidden talents? Then Up and
Co. and the Wenonah Players are
interested in placing you on the first

annual WSU Gong Show, April 21,
at 7 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium. Up
and Co. and the Wenonah Players
are interested in all types of acts.
Anyone who wants to audition may
pick up a form at the Student Union
desk. Entries must be in by April 1.
There will be a trophy and money
for first place. Second and third
places, who knows. It is time that all
hidden talented people have a
chance to show off. Teachers,
students, staff and administrators
all welcome.
Any club or organization interested in applying for student
activity fund money for the next
school year 1977-78 must submit the
line-item budgets by Friday, April
8. Percentage groups use this year's
allocation as your basis for your
budget. Any club or organization
who does not present a line-item
budget by April 8 will be considered
not to need any money for next
year. That goes for all clubs and
organizations. Please make sure
there are 12 copies, written clearly,
and signed by the appropriate
people. Send them in care of Mary
DiMarco, to the Student Union.
Anyone interested in becoming
involved in Up and Co., there will be
an introductory meeting Wed.,
March 23, at 4 p.m. in the Up and
Co. office. The new president, Jeff
Johnson, will be presiding. Jeff will
be needing students interested in
becoming involved. Many important
offices are open; vice president,
secretary, treasurer, dance chairperson, movie chairperson, outhouse chairperson and recreational
chairperson. Up and Co. wants
students who are interested in
working with many people and
keeping activities on this campus.
New ideas are always welcome, so
come to the next meeting, Wed.,
March 23, at 4 p.m.
Don't forget the movie on

Thursday, March 24 -- "Shaft" -- at 3,
6, and 9 p.m. in the Cinema.

FILMS
Two Science Fiction films, "Metropolis" and "La Jetee", will be
sponsored by the Winona Film Club,
Wed., March 23 in the East
Cafeteria at 6 and 9 p.m. "Gimmee
Shelter" will be sponsored on March
30.

REVUE
Winona, Mn. -- "By the Beautiful
Sea," a revue by the Winona State
University Dance Theatre, is being
presented March 23-25 at 1 p.m. in
the Performing Arts Center. A 7:30
p.m. performance is scheduled for
Friday only.
Reservations are requested and
may be made by calling 457-2992
between 1 and 4 p.m. at the
University.

CHESS TOURNAMENT
The WSU Chess Club will sponsor
the S.E. Minnesota Open March
26-27 with registration at WSU
Kryzsko Commons from 8:30-9:30
a.m. March 26.
There will be two sections: open
and novice. The open section is for
members of the United States Chess
Federation. Ron Elmquist, one of
the few chess experts in Minnesota,
has already registered to play in the
open. The novice section is for
players lacking USCF tournament
experience. Previous novice winners are excluded from the novice
competition. A small entry fee will
be charged for prizes.
Information may' be obtained by
contacting Bill Bowman, 713 Washington St., or Jon Dummermuth,
Fountain City, Wisc.

OUTING CLUB MEETING
The Outing Club will meet
Wednesday, March 23, at 6:00 p.m.,
in conference room 127 of Kryzko
Commons. Everyone is welcome.

ALL
CHARLIE DANIELS
ALBUMS

Vet's Corner
The Veterans Administration will relieve most schools from complex
reporting requirements under a recent law designed to prevent abuse o
the GI Bill.
The Veterans Education and Employment Assistance Act of 197
contained reporting requirements designed to weed out courses offere
occasionally by unscrupulous operators to defraud veterans using thei
GI Bill benefits.
In general, the public law required schools to limit veteran enrollmen
in a course to no more than 85 percent of the total. This and the law'
other monitoring requirements would have required schools to keep fa
more detailed student attendance and course administrative recrod
than most do.
"Because a number of schools in Minnesota and across the county
have experienced difficulty in complying with the reportin '
requirements of the law," Morris Nooner, Jr., director of the VA Cente
at Fort Snelling, explained, "the VA has authorized a waiver of th
requirements' in cases where a school certifies that no more than 3
percent of its students receive VA educational assistance."
Nooner stressed that the waiver applies only to a school's tote
enrollment. "Schools must continue to report to VA on specific courses c
study where the percentage of VA-supported veterans enrolled in thos
courses is more than 85 percent of total enrollment in the course," h
said.
The VA is the source of the largest amount of federal aid for th,
nation's college students, providing some $5 billion a year in studen
assistance. According to Nooner, 17,846 students attend 347 Minnesot;
schools under the GI Bill. Their VA educational benefits amounted ti
more than $65.4 million last year.
"With that much money going to that many people, there is always
potential for abuse," he said.
A primary area of abuse has involved students who enroll in colleg
simply to qualify for veterans' benefits, receiving their monthly check
and failing to show up for class. Daily attendance checks are a thing o
the past at many schools and this has added to the VA's monitorini
difficulties.
According to Nooner, there have also been a few schools that lure(
veterans to enroll, openly admitting that tuition dollars, not class
attendance, was what really mattered. Some schools have gone so far a:
to establish meaningless courses and special programs for veterans am
then filling them entirely with GI Bill recipients.
"This legislation was an attempt by Congress to deal with these an(
other abuses," Nooner said. "The VA will continue to search with th(
schools for ways that will protect the taxpayers' investment and th(
veterans' benefits without disrupting the schools, themselves, wit)
overly burdensome and expensive administrative requirements."
The VA also waived the requirement for the current school year that
students receiving Basic Education Opportunity Grants anc
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants be counted when a school
must make a course-by-course computation of federally-funded students,
These grants go to students from low income familes and ar(
administered by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

B.A. INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
SPURGEONS

March 23

Interviewing for people interested in becoming store
managers (sales management trainee).

NOTICE: WALLACE BUSINESS FORMS called and informed us they had to cancel their interviews
here on campus on March 25 due to a cutback in hiring more personnel at this time.
Hopefully, they will be rescheduling later.

HEMMING'S MUSIC
CENTER
RECORDS•TAPES•STEREOPACCESSORIES
103 Plaza East

Interviewing for consultants to work for the Mary Ka
Cosmetic Company — either full-time or part-time worl
Wonderful opportunity to advance fast in a growing an
progressive company.

BURROUGHS CORPORATION
April 6

Interviewing for mgmnt trainees to work in sales. If yo
have had some computer training this is especial)
desirable. All salaried positions plus commission — sellin
business machines.

FIDELITY UNION COMPANY
April 27

Will be interviewing for sales people. Good growin
company with great chance for advancement.

INVESTORS DIVERSIFIED SERVICES (IDS) IDS Sales and Marketing Representative — mature person
openings in Red Wing, LaCrosse, Winona, Lake City any
March 31
Western Wisconsin areas. Salary $700-$1400 per month

SIGN UP IN PLACEMENT SERVICES

Winona's Youngest & Most Progressive Music Center

Mon - Sat 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

MARY KAY COSMETICS
March 29

FRI Till 9:00 PM

FOR ABOVE .INTERVIEWS
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DPINIONSOPINIONSOPINION
The Female Homo-Sapien
BEWEGUNGBE
k%\

tecently I wrote a column, THE
,UEL WINTER. From some of
reactions to that, I can only
)te Psalms 71:14, "But I will hope
itinually." This hope concerns
,ng understood, and not misderstood. In describing some of
lady students, I used the words,
arm young flesh." I also spoke of
male students, and then told of
hope of helping all students. As
s. brilliant young student pointed
t, I did not apply the words
lcerning wanting to learn to both
(es. Another one did not like to be
'erred to as flesh alone, and still
ether lady called me a male

Dn the subject of the female homo
)iens, I will state my own views
clearly as I can. First of all, as I
ye told my students many times, I
e girls: I married one of them. In
r teaching I have the policy of
ring to help any student who
anted help in learning - no matter
iat skin color, nationality, sex, or
e.
Some anthropologists are now
wking on the idea that once the
nale homo sapien was dominant in
e long period before what we
ow as civilization developed. This
eory states that they were once,

possibly, the rulers. Since people
have started to write and keep
records, women have been regarded
as an exploitable minority. They
have been kept in harems in some
civilizations. The naked bodies of
young girls have been sold for
thousands of years as a commodity.
In the horrible stain on American
History, known as the Southern
Cotton Kingdom, black women were
used not only as lustful objects for
their white owners, but as brood
people to produce more slaves in the
land of democracy until an outraged
North finally gave the vicious and
cruel Southern Oligarchy of 1861-65
a savage beating. Since then, the
battle for humanism in the South
has finally been won with the
election of Jimmy Carter as
President of the U.S.A. This truly
great man quoted as a credo, "...and
what doth the Lord require of thee,
but to do justly, and to love mercy,
and to walk humbly with thy God."
Micah 6:8, if you wish to check.
Certainly he will do everything in
his power to help the position of
women.
The capitalists of the North are
not to be excused in relation to
women. In the mad race for
monetary power in the time of
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Carnegie's Gospel of Wealth, all
humans of the working, or proletarian class were regarded as exploitable objects. Remember, that until
1919, the year of the great steel
strike, men in the steel industry
were required to work 363 out of the
year, with only Christmas and the
Fourth of July off. The position of
the working woman was even
worse, with pay of under four
dollars a week.
Finally women rebelled. They had
a reason to. Most certainly they
have 4 different anatomical structure than their male counterparts,
but they have the same brain. In
spite of this historic putdown, they
have proved their worth, and many
times over. As I write this, my own
wife sleeps in a chair, not far from
me. She is very tired. The only
reason that I can go on is this
woman, my wife. Being an iconoclast, as I have pointed out in
previous columns, I have been
denied promotion that would in this
inflated time allow me the privilege
of making enough money to support
my family. To make up the economic
slack, she has to work at three
part-time jobs, besides the job of
helping raise two young children
and keeping house.
Maybe times will be better. Our
U.S.A. president is certainly trying
to help, even if the local Ooniversity
president and the State Ooniversity
board grinds the face of the poor in
the traditional free enterprise,
social Darwinism, capitalist manner.
As tough as all of this is, I fully
realize that you girls have had a
rough time through history. You
have just as big a brain as men have.
You have all the menial abilities of
men. If in any way of word, thought,
or deed, I have slammed, you, I am
profoundly sorry.
Henry Hull

APPLICATIONS
NOW
OPEN FOR
WINONAN
EDITOR
AND
BUSINESS
MGR.
1977-78
APPLY
IN 216
SOMSEN
BEFORE
APRIL 1st

What kind of a future does the current college generation have?
When I was young (and I'm old enough now to use that phrase), I
spent a lot of time reading science fiction; sometimes four or more books
a day. The wonderful thing about science fiction, at least during the late
fifties when I was reading it, was its hopelessly romantic vision of the
future. We were, at that time, still riding the crest of the technological
wave, and science, it seemed, would make all things possible. I wanted to
be the first man on the moon, and I even entered college as an
engineering student with that dream still in the back of my mind. But
our optimism about the future was already beginning to crumble in the
face of the realities of a technological society. My friends were not going
to the moon in silver ships, but riding in the backs of buses in Alabama
and marching in Washington, and everything that had once seemed
possible was changed forever.
What we learned in college in the early sixties was the difference
between the dreams a society feeds itself and the reality it lives out. And
suddenly, for our generation, the future was no longer guaranteed. And
the question that was raised, at first, was simply, "What kind of future
do we want?" And we went on asking that question, in various ways, for
over a decade. But a funny thing has happened.
Those of us who asked the question assumed that mankind has a
capacity and a desire to transend the limitations of his institutions -- a
willingness, that is to say, to have a future. But do we, in this culture,
still have a desire for a future?
It's beginning to look as though a lot of people would rather not ask
about the future anymore. They would rather invest their effort in
finding ways of maintaining the present situation, the statis quo.
We all know who these people are. They are the ones who made the
institutions, who keep them running, who live out their lives within them
and neither ask nor hope for anything more. These are the people who
have abandoned all dreams of a future and who, through the institutions
they control, would teach us to do the same.
Today's college generation has its own dreams of a future -- of a future
that will be its own -- but to what extent has this dream been
incorporated into the institution, and to what extent has it been ignored
or suppressed?
How many more hours of boring lectures by incompetent, but tenured
professors (who profess to nothing more than a desire to go on living in
the past) must we endure?

Trouble for the School
On the energy crisis from Ray
Calhoun, Vice Chancellor in charge
of vice: "Winona State University
reduced its energy consumption
over the same month last year
(January) by 18.74%. This equates
to a saving of 29,061 gallons of No. 2
home heating oil... We all realize
that such a successful effort had its
costs in terms of comfort and
convenience. Perhaps the knowledge of what was accomplished will
provide sufficient gratification to
students, faculty and staff, to make
the effort seem worthwhile to
them." Thank you, Mr. Calhoun.
However, you said nothing about
getting screwed out of money for
activity fees, which many students
on this campus lost out on. By
multiplying the amount of fuel oil
saved by the last price of No. 2 oil
that I heard of (43 cents a gallon),
this comes out to $12,496.23. Add to
that about another grand or two
stolen from students on intramural
money, and maybe we'll get
screwed again on parking because
someone (and we all know who) will
build more tennis courts instead of
using the money for education or
financial aid. Some poor kid will
probably be deprived of an education because WSU needs more
tennis courts (like somebody needs
a case of V.D.)
Speaking of tennis courts and
parking, I shall now discourse on
another problem, that of towing and
parking. Have you been towed this
year? Well, if you were, it was
because the maintenance department called them. A couple of weeks
ago, someone in the heating plant
called the trucks out to tow away a
couple of cars parked along the
yellow stripe by the tennis courts.
Nothing strange in that, they do it
all the time, probably because they
get kickbacks from the towing

services in town. One week earlier,
though, the maintenance department people had their private cars
parked along every yellow stripe in
the lot next to the tennis courts, and
they didn't get towed. Sound unfair?
Well, it's just the way things are run
aroud good old W.S.Zoo. Maybe
they think (I doubt it) that since
they painted those funky stripes
that that gives them the right to
park there. Next time I see it, I'll
call the towers. Wonder what they'll
do then.
Time to space over another
subject, one of vital concern to dorm
residents, mainly housing deposits
and the interest you're supposed to
get. I moved out of the dorms last
December, but I didn't give 30 days
notice. However, they screwed me
out of a single room because they
said they were overcrowded. Since
the dorm rooms were so overcrowded, they didn't need 30 days notice
to find a replacement for me. In fact,
it took about ten minutes. They just
took a guy from one of the lounges
and put him in there. This doesn't
say anything about the 27 months of
interest I am supposed to get, as
decided by a district judge in a case
brought by a student at Macalester
College. So, unless someone quits
'sitting on their brain around here
and figures out its only fair to
compensate me and other students
of this zoo, I'll be seeing the Prez
and Ms. Woodsend in small claims
court next month. Since I'm a fair
bullshitter and Judge Challeen is a
fair man, I'll probably win. You can
save yourselves some embarrassment by paying now. With Activity
fee refund, dorm deposit and
interest, it comes to $30.82. I'll
expect a check next week, or I'll see
you in court, and there won't be a
kangaroo in sight.
Kurt Heerdegen, Senior '77.
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A plot, only too appropriately
entitled "Anything Goes," was soon
whipped up by Russel Crouse and
Howard Lindsay, to go along with
the handsome scenery and melodious Porter songs. The first act was
completed in ten days. The second
act? Crouse and Lindsay hadn't had
time to think of that while working
on the first act. But the scene
designer couldn't wait for such
dawdlers; he had to complete the
final setting. Would the authors tell
him where and what it should be?
"Anything Goes" opened, and had
a long and happy run, and in due
time closed, but no one ever could
identify the locale of the finale. It
was just somehwere.
Performance nights are April
24-27 at 8:15. Tickets are $2.00 for
the general public, while students
must put down a $1.00 refundable
deposit.
Tickets will be reserved for you,
but will be held no later than 8:00 on
performance nights.
No one will be admitted after the
orchestra has started.
Tickets will go on sale April 18.

emtertraliment
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Films in Winona
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"Anything Goes"
in Production
"Anything Goes," the Cole Porter
musical being presented at the
Performing Arts Center at Winona
State University beginning April
24, has a special niche in the history
of the American theatre, not only
because it introduced two of
Porter's most enduringly popular
songs, "You're the Top", and "I Get
a Kick Out of You," but also because
a sudden emergency, as the show
was about to go into rehearsal for its
first New York production, tumultously brought about a teaming up
for the first time of two of America's
most notable theatrical figures.
These two are Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse, who in the years
following "Anything Goes," have
written such epoch-making hits as
"Life With Father," "Life With
Mother," "Call Me Madam," "Happy
Hunting," "The Great Sebastian"
and the Pulitzer Prize play, "State
of the Union."
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STATE
A Star Is Born
Do you like Barbara Streisand?
You'd better if you go to this mess.
The original idea for the film was
provided by Carly Simon and James
Taylor -- a rock singing couple with
competing careers. The film's biggest problem is that Barbara
belongs on Broadway and Kris
Kristofferson belongs in Nashville.
They are not rock singers. This
doesn't bother Barbara. She dominates one scene after another until
she smothers the entire project. It
could easily be retitled: "Streisand
loves Streisand."
WINONA
Freaky Friday
What terrific casting! Starring
kooky Barbara Harris and sophisti-

cated Jodie Foster as a motherdaughter team that wants to switch
places. And gets to! The film is
typical of Walt Disney Productions.
But the casting of these two
tremendous actresses in the lead
roles in hilarious. If you want some
fun, check out this gem.

ROTTEN, DEB. --tmvc
TEACHER VASES ME,
K ► CM.) IT !

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

BEST PICTURE
All the President's Men
Bound for Glory
Network
Rocky
Taxi Driver

(1)
/

,

/'r

CINEMA
The Sentinal
"FUN TIME WITH
HITLER?"

And we have yet another rip-off
of Rosemary's Baby. Cristina Raines
as a high-class model is left to guard
the door to hell, located in an old
apartment building in New York.
She runs into a lot of character
actors (Burgess Meredith, Ava
Gardner, and Sylvia Miler), who
seem to have wandered onto the set
while on their way to a funeral.
With Chris Sarandon as her
boyfriend with a funny moustache.

c's"N
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The
Brother's
Pizza

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
❑ Ned Beatty -- Network
❑ Burgess Meredith -- Rocky
❑ Lawrence Olivier -- Marathon
Man
❑ Jason Robards
All the
President

NOW OPEN

❑ Jason Robards All the President's Men
❑ Burt Young -- Rocky

11 :00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Get down and check our
Luncheon Selection
Italian Hamburger
Classic Hamburger
Veal Parmesan
THE FAMOUS GREEK GYROS
Italian Beef Sandwich

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS

Marie-Christine Barrault
Cousin, Cousine
❑ Faye Dunaway -- Network
❑ Talia Shire -- Rocky
❑ Sissy Spacek -- Carrie

❑

❑ Liv Ullmann -- Face to Face

FOR NOON LUNCHES

;

❑ Jane Alexander -- All the President's Men
❑ Jodie Foster -- Taxi Driver
❑ Lee Grant -- Voyage of the
Damned
❑ Piper Laurie -- Carrie
❑ Beatrice Straight -- Network

BEST ACTRESS

A DOI. P"

`iEAH! 69,Efil, H91.1?

BEST ACTOR
❑ Robert deNiro -- Taxi Driver
❑ Peter Finch -- Network
❑ Giancarlo Giannini -- Seven
Beauties
❑ William Holden -- Network
❑ Sylvester Stallone -- Rocky

PERSbNAL B IAS I N
(,RADIN6! 3 UST LOOK AT TH‘S
TEST HE FLUNIcet, Mt ON !
HAD THE ;UST ANSWERS
NO... ME S UST 00ESN'T
LIKE
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Oscar Ballot
This year's Academy Awards will
be presented on Monday, March 28.
Here is your own scorecard for some
of the major categories:

By ztleg4, Ski

HE uses

The
Brother's
Pizza

BEST DIRECTOR

151 East 3rd Winona

John G. Auildsen -- Rocky
Ingmar Bergman -- Face to Face
Sidney Lumet -- Network
Alan J. Pakula -- All the President's Men
❑ Lina Wertmuller -- Seven Beauties
❑
❑
❑
❑

Phone 452-7864 or 452-7879
RIGHT NEXT TO BUS DEPOT
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.: 11 :00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat:
4:00 p.m.-3:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.

GOVERNOR'S INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
3rd Floor, Space Center
444 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
[612] 296-2917
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
The Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium, located
at 2021 Hennepin Avenue, is offering three different
internship positions dealing with computer programming
and systems analysis. Qualifications for each project are:
1) Basic familiarity with computers
2) Basic familiarity with Cobol programming language
3) Courses taken in systems analysis, informational
systems design or the equivalent
Period of internship ranges from 5 months to one year.
$2.50-4.00/hour.
Call the Governor's Internship Program for more
information.
_
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PRIMO RECORDS

Bring this ad and get 50t off on any new record
or 10% off on all tapestries and bedspreads.
*

KQAL Album of the Week
Charlie Daniels
"High Lonesome"

li

RECORDS
Your Neighborhood Record Shop

* PRIMO

•
Plenty of free parking.
•
452-1095 1
• 73 West Mark
5•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Charlie Daniels

Kick your shoes off
and have a good time

Charlie Daniels defined his style
of music, in his familiar southern
drawl, as the type that you "kick
your shoes off and have a good
time," and then went out and
showed just what he meant Sunday
night at the St. Mary's College
Fieldhouse.
The capacity crowd ate up the
three hours of music that started
out with the Winter Brothers Band,
who played their one hour role as a
warm up band brilliantly, and ended
with the 2,150 people experiencing
sore hands, hoarse voices, and the
satisfaction that they had just seen
one of the best concerts that has
ever been performed in Winona.
The Charlie Daniels Band, CDB,
performed a well-balanced show
that was highlighted with a drum
duo by Don Murray and Fred
Edwards during 'Saddle Tramp,' a
five-minute guitar solo by Tom
"Bigfoot" Crain during 'Cumberland
Mountain,' some excellent keyboard
and base playing by Joel "Taz"
Digregorio and Charlie "Big Bird"
Hayward and Charlie Daniels on the
guitar and fiddle.
"We don't have stars in our band,
we're just kickers," summed up
Daniels.
CDB had the roaring crowd on
their feet throughout the three
encores that they were cheered into
doing. "I prefer to perform concerts
than work in the studio," admitted
Daniels, adding that to have a
successful band you have to have

members who "put 100% into their
work."
Sunday's concert was the second
stop of a tour that will carry CDB
through Wisconsin and on up to the .
northeastern part of the United
States, and then down the coast to
Florida.
Daniels, who is from Mt. Juliet,

Tennessee, pointed out that there
isn't any difference between the
crowds from the south and the
crowds from the north, but that you
sure can tell a difference between
"big city and small town folks."
One of my comrades summed up
their reaction to the concert most
effectively; "It was an ass-kicking
time!!"

Charlie Daniels concert pictures by Rod Lindberg, WINONAN Photo Editor
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WSU Nine To Be Best Ever?

by Carl Simons
WINONAN SPORTS WRITER
Warrior head baseball Coach
Gary Grob is optimistic, and he has
good reason to be. Now going into
his tenth year as coach for Winona
State, Grob is coming off his most
successful season last year, and will
be able to field an extremely potent
hitting attack.
"We have," declared Grob in an
interview last week, "nine kids that
are capable of hitting over .300, and
maybe more."
Last year the Warriors batted
.325 as a team on their way to a
33-11 record. Six players on Grob's
tentative lineup card hit better than
.300 last year led by All-NIC second
baseman Gary Ahrens with a
sparkling .399 average.
Jeff Radke, who hif. .305 and tied
for the club lead in home runs with
six, and John Sebastian will be
doing the bulk of the catching,
according to Grob.
In the infield, Jim Hughes

appears set at first base, Ahrens
(who tied Bryan Boelter last year
for the stolen base lead with 12) will
return at second, and co-captain Ron
Lenoch (.311) will be the shortstop.
The third base position will be
fought out between junior college
transfers Bobby Lyons and Steve
Morgan. Lyons, a star on the WSU
basketball team, hit in the high
.300's during his two years of junior
college ball, according to Grob.
Rich Schoeneman (.304) and Dave
Ogren (.313) will share leftfield
duties. Grob was unsure as to the
starter in center, but • the best
possibilities are Morgan, Boelter, or
•junior Tony Politz. In rightfield will
be All-NIC pick Mike Huettl, (.309
with six homers) who also pitches.
John Sekevitch will spell Huettl
when he takes the mound.
"I feel that this year's team
potentially could be the best club
I've ever had," continued Grob. "I
use the word potentially with
emphasis, because we've got some
question marks. The (main) ques-

Netters
Drop Opener
by Jan Hanson
WINONAN Sports Writer
Last Thursday the Winona State
University men's tennis team
opened their season with a loss to
University of Wisconsin-Stout 8-1.
It was Stout's sixth win in seven
outings, so the Blue Devils had the
advantage with more playing time.
Coach Robert Gunner said he was
pleased with the way the Warriors
played. "We have only been
practicing for a couple of weeks as a
team. This being our first meet and
this being Stout's seventh meet, I
am pleased with our performance,"
stated Gunner. "We were in most of
our matches but the lack of playing
time due to the energy crisis gave
us little practice time."
The only victory for the Warriors
was the number one doubles team of

tion mark is our pitching."
The Warrior mound staff has
been depleted with The losses. of
Paul Rader (7-2 last year) and Jeff
Kroschel (5-4) to graduation, and
Rich Marchand (7-0) to an arm
injury.
Nevertheless, Grob says, "We
have experienced pitching, but as
far as the quality of it is concerned,
we really won't know that until we
start playing games on our southern
trip."
On the bright side, the Warriors
have their top earned run average
hurler back in Craig Miller (2.46
with a 4-0 record). Jim Riles also
returns as a starter, while ace
reliever Bill Horner (3-1 with seven
saves) will again be trying to douse
opponent's rallies.
Mike Case, Greg Zaborowski, and
Huettl will be the other starters,
while righthander Jeff Arnfelt will
complement the left-handed Horner
in the bullpen. r
Ten or eleven pitchers will be
taken along on the southern trip,

DH rule. "The thing I like about it,
is that it provides the opportunity to
play for an extra kid or two."
It has become the policy of WSU's
head mentor to take a few kids
along on trips just so they can gain
experience and help the club with
their speed. Boelter was the
Warrior's primary designated runner last year, and fleet-footed
freshman Steve Young may also see
action as a DR.
Grob expects the conference
competition to be tough again this
year. "The NIC race will probably
be a very strong battle between
Morris, St. Cloud, and Winona. St.
Cloud won it last year by a few
percentage points, we were second,
and Morris finished a close third."
The Warriors' southern trip
opener will be against Southern
Missouri State University this
Friday. Following the 18-game
southern swing, WSU returns to
face UM-Duluth in its home opener
on April 8.

Theresa Duffy Shines

Greg Carlock and Doug Perkins.
They defeated their Stout opponents 6-1, 6-3. WSU's number two
doubles team of Terry Young and
Lee Miller lost their match in
straight sets 6-2, 6-2. Chuck Cromer
and Ted Sahlin lost their number
three doubles match 6-4 and 7-6.
The Warriors lost all six singles
matches, as number one singles
player Carlock lost a close match
7-6, 6-3. Perkins lost the number
two singles match in straight sets
6-4, 6-4 and Young dropped the
number three singles 6-1, 6-2.
Cromer, Miller and Sahlin all lost
their respective matches in the
number four, five and six singles
matches. Cromer lost 6-2, 6-1; Miller
6-2, 6-3; and Sahlin 7-5, 6-1.
Yesterday the Warriors took on
WSUC powerhouse University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire.

Theresa Duffy capped off Winona
State's swimming season by representing the Warriors in the AIAW
national meet at Clarion State
College in Clarion, Pennsylvania,
March 10-12. Duffy, who had
performed brilliantly throughout
the year, did so again at Clarion.
Her time of 2:36.78 in the 200-yard
reaststroke was good enough for a
tenth place finish nationally.
Duffy also competed in the 50 and
100 breaststroke events at Clarion.
Although she did not fare as well as
in her 200 yarder, she did place
eighteenth and fourteenth respectively.
The prelude to the national
contest took place Feb. 24-26 at the
University of Nebraska — the
AIAW Region VI Championships.
The WSU tankers finished in
twelfth place with 50 points, just
one point behind Mankato State.
The University of Kansas grabbed
team honors with 534 marks, while •

SUPER SPORTS
Warrior 2nd in NIC
Moorhead, Minn. — The Winona
State Warrior thinclads accomplished their goal in last Saturday's
NIC indoor track by placing second
behind perennial power Moorhead
State.
Moorhead easily outdistanced the
field with a record 132 points. The
Warriors were second with 55, St.
Cloud State totaled 27 points, and
Southwest State finished fourth
with nine.
Dave Anderson, Daryl Henderson
and Larry Wright won individual
titles for Winona. Anderson captured the pole vault with a 14-foot,
three-inch effort, Henderson's time
of 4:17 topped the mile event, and
Wright won the 60 yard dash in 6.4
seconds.
The Warriors also placed second
in several events. Jim Washington
ran a 1:14.2 for runnerup in the 660,
and Dave Stensland finished second
in the 60 yard high hurdles in 7.7
seconds. In addition WSU garnered
second place in both the sprint and
mile relay events.
After having two home indoor
track meets cancelled, the WSU
men's track team finally opened its

but only eight or nine will be used
during the rest of the schedule.
The remaining spots on the
pitching staff will probably be filled
by freshmen, according to the
veteran coach. "We have a number
of good freshmen throwers that
probably are going to help supplement our program."
Grob cited freshmen Bill Sterk,
Jamie Grupe, Brad Spitzack, Tim
Fagely, and Rod Schwartz as all
having good chances to contribute
to the staff this year.
While the Warriors' pitching may
be unsure right now, there shouldn't
be any lack of hitting or defense.
Last year Winona State averaged
6.8 runs per game while the infield
set a school double play record.
The designated hitter and runner
rules have been a part of NIC play
since 1973, and Grob feels they have
been good for the game. The
Warriors' DH will be reserve
catcher Sebastian most of the time.
Grob feels the designated runner
rule is as good, if not better than the
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1977 season February 26. The
season opened with third place
finishes at the LaCrosse Invitational
and the Southern Minnesota Relays
at Mankato, and a fourth place finish
in a five team meet in LaCrosse.
In the LaCrosse Invitational,
Daryl Henderson set a new Warrior
mile record with a time of 4:18.4,
which was good enough for second
place. Jim Washington's 1:14.0 in
the 600 yard dash, Dave Stensland's
:25.9 in the 200 yard intermediate
hurdles, and Dan Mueller's 2:18.3 in
the 1000 yard run established new
records.
Coach Myron Smith stated about
his team's first meet, "We entered

this meet last year and finished
sixth, so I guess I should be happy.
However, I still feel that we could
have done quite a bit better."
UW-L won the twelve team meet
with 108 points, followed by
UW-Stevens Point with 100, and
WSU with 58.
In the Southern Minnesota Relays, the Warriors finished an
unexpected third in a twenty team
field. No individual results were
sent out.
In a five team meet March 11 at
LaCrosse, the Warriors did not fare
well, placing fourth with 32 points.
UW-L, UW-Eau Claire, and UWStevens Point placed ahead of the
Warriors. The Warriors were led by
second place finishers Washington,
Henderson, Neal Mundahl, and
Steve Dubihal.

Attedie
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the Universities of Nebraska and
Minnesota finished second and third
behind the winning Jayhawks.
While Duffy was once again the
outstanding Warrior swimmer, the
rest of the team was not without its
highlights. The 800-yard freestyle
relay team of Sue Brefka, Sue
Peake, Anne Halas, and Lori
Hasselbring captured seventh place
with a 9:04.30 clocking, establishing
a new WSU varsity record in that
event.
The 200 yard medley relay team
of Duffy, Halas, Hasselbring, and
Andria Jerner took a twelfth, while
the 800-yard freestyle foursome of
Halas, Brefka, Duffy, and Hasselbring brought back a fourteenth
place finish.
Individually, Duffy cracked the
top ten in all three of the events in
which she competed, garnering
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outstanding finishes of third in the
200 breaststroke in 2:39.07, fifth in
the 100 breaststroke, and sixth in
the 50 breaststroke. Also placing for
the Warriors were Brefka, fifteenth
in the 500 freestyle, and Hasselbring, eleventh in the 100 freestyle.
Head coach John Martin termed
the regional meet "a letdown", even
though he pointed out that the team
was geared more toward the state
meet one week previous. Martin
was quite displeased with the
organization of the tourney. "It was
poorly organized both administratively and managerially...women's
swimming in Nebraska is ten years
behind Minnesota's." Martin also
felt that this had a negative effect
on his team.
Winona State swimmers set 13
new varsity records during competition this past season.

CAPITAL
Hwy 14 & 61, Winona, MN

ng!
"Keep on Skating.

Phone 452-8606

SKATE CAPITAL
Announces

COLLEGE NIGHT
THURSDAY FROM 6:00 - 8:30 P.M.
(COLLEGE I.D. REQUIRED FOR ADMITTANCE)

!! IT'S FUN !!
ANYTIME OF THE YEAR,
FOR ANY OCCASION,
A SKATE PARTY IS THE

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED
BEERS I= WINES sin LIQUORS EN. CORDIALS

PERFECT GET TOGETHER.

OPEN DAILY TO 10 P.M.
50 WEST MARK STREET PHONE 452-9851

AFTER 4:00 P.M. FOR RESERVATIONS

CHILLED TO YOUR TASTE AND PLEASURE

CALL 452-8606

'
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Linksters Look For Better Season
by Joe Bissen
WINONAN SPORTS WRITER

It's as easy as hitting a little white
ball into a hole. That's the way the
game of golf has often been
portrayed. But ask any one of the
30-odd people who are out for
varsity golf (men's or women's), and
they will tell you it's not quite that

easy.
„. It certainly wasn't that easy for
the men on last fall's varsity team.
The team fared poorly in all four of
its meets and placed last in the NIC
meet last November in frigid
Bemidji.
Head coach "Moon" Molinari
expects improvement from his
squad this spring. He cites youth as
being a big factor. "These guys are

young, and last fall's experience
should really help them," Molinari
commented.
Molinari certainly is right about
one thing. The team is extremely
young. Tim Fishbach, a senior, is
the only veteran returning from last
fall's linksters. Steve Conway, Dan
Monberg, Ross Himlie, and Joe
Bissen are all first year players.
Steve Nichols, also a freshman who
competed last fall, will be ineligible
this spring.
There are four meets on the men's

Eitter Disappointed
Five Warrior wrestlers journeyed
to Savage, Wash., on March 3 for
the NAIA national tournament, and
when it was over the Warriors had
won just two matches. Or three, if
you count forfeits.
It was a disappointing performance, according to coach Tom Eitter.
Rod Hoesley lost his first 126pound match 6-1. In wrestlebacks he
won on a forfeit before being shut
out 11-0.
At 134 pounds Don Simpson
out-pointed his first foe 13-7, but
then lost 4-3 to fourth-seeded
Willard Hamilton of Livingston
College.
Also on the losing end of a 4-3
decision was 158-pounder Steve
Dummett. Dummett lost it when he
was taken down with just three

Moravec Sees
Improvement

seconds left in the match.
Gary Pederson registered a 6-4
triumph in his first 190-pound
match. Then he had the misfortune
of facing the number two seed,
Rodney Hampton of Livingston, and
was defeated 6-2. Pederson lost 2-1
in the first round of wrestlebacks.
Heavyweight Mike Remick also
had bad luck in the draw, as he lost
right away 7-2 to the eventual
second place finisher. He was
eliminated in the wrestlebacks after
losing a close 1-0 battle.
Winona State concluded its season with a 6-6 record in dual meets
and a third place finish in the NIC.
Coach Eitter felt the .500 dual meet
record was about as good as could
be expected with the Warriors'
tough schedule.

Region Tough for Gymnasts
The Winona State Warrior gymnastics team wrapped up a very
successful season by sending three
competitors to the Region Six
AIAW championships at Lincoln,
Neb., two weeks ago.
Monica Phillips and Deb Harkness competed in the all-around,
while Ann Greenslit participated in
the vaulting event.
Coach Steve Juaire was happy
with the trio's performance, al-

Cagers Fifth
Capping an amazing comeback
season, the Winona State women's
basketball team won two of its last
three games to capture the consolation title at the state MAIAW
tournament held in Marshall, Minn.
at the end of February.
The Warriors lost a heart
breaker, 52-51, in the opening round
to the eventual champion, St.
Catherine. WSU, plagued by fouls,
outscored St. Catherine in field
goals, but was beaten at the free
throw line. Leeza Knop threw in 19
points to lead the Warriors.
Then coach Marjorie Moravec's
charges romped to a 72-46 triumph
over St. Benedict in the consolation
bracket. The Warriors never trailed
in the game, and were sparked by
Maureen Adams' 25 point performance.
Adams also led the way in WSU's
consolation title game against
UM-Duluth by tossing in 26
points. The 81-77 victory set a
tournament record for the most
points scored by two teams. Teri
Valinski and Mary Bartley aided the
Winona cause by scoring 16 points
apiece.
Coach Moravec said last week
that she Was "very pleased" with
her squad's 10-8 season. She noted,
"It says something for the character
of the team that they didn't quit
after their 0-7 starts." The Warriors
rattled off eight straight wins at
that point before losing to St.
Catherine.
Next year the Warriors will lose
starting guard Patty Dyb, plus top
reserves Joe Bailey and Kim
McCullough. The basic nucleus will
return, however, so the future of
WSU women's basketball looms
bright r, w.

though they failed to qualify for the
finals.
Phillips scored a 29.3 in the
all-around, while Harkness was
awarded a 28.5 for her performance.
Greenslit received an 8.9 for her
vault.
Juaire felt the Warrior gymnasts.
did very well considering the tough
competition they were up against.
The Warriors closed out their
season with a 7-2 record in dual and
double dual meets. Their crowning
achievement, however, was finishing second to University of Minnesota in the state tournament.

schedule this spring. The first will
be the Mankato Invitational, April
15. This will be followed by the
University of Minnesota Invitational, a quadrangular meet at Rochester, and the District 13 playoff in the
Twin Cities, called the Honeywell
Invitational.
Women's golf coach, Joyce Locks
says her team can have a successful
season "if they can get the kinks
out." This is only the second year of
women's golf at Winona, and Locks
agreed that the program was in a
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building stage.
There are seven women out for
golf in spring. As with the men,
there is only one senior participating, team captain Nan Herman.
The other six golfers include
sophomore Debbie Berg, and Barb
Becker, Cleo Ridout, Dawn Ginnaty,
Kay Emerson, and Jamie Groth, all
freshmen.
The season opens at home on
April 26 for the lady linksters when
they host St. Olaf at the Westfield
Golf Club. They also compete in
invitationals at St. Cloud, the
University of Minnesota, and Mankato. Fishbach will serve as
assistant coach for the team.

ti

Coach Marjorie Moravec, who is
starting her fifth year, is eyeing a
noticeable improvement in this
year's Winona State University
women's track program. "We have
never won a track meet yet, but we
have a good chance of winning one
this year."
Teri Valinski, who qualified for
the National AIAW meet last year
in the pentathlon as a freshman,
returns and will be a big point
getter for the Warriors. Valinski
was also one of three Warriors last
year to qualify for the regional
AIAW meet in Minneapolis. "Valinski has an excellent chance to
qualify for nationals again in the
pentathlon," stated Moravec.
"Some of our relays might qualify
for the regional meet as well as
some people like Mary Gosselin,
Mary Amelse and a couple of
others." Gosselin might qualify in
the 2 mile event, and she also runs
the one mile indoors and the three
mile during the outdoor season. In
her first year out for track, Amelse
has a chance of qualifying in the long
distance events.
Last year the women broke every
indoor record except the 880 yard
run and Moravec expects most, if
not all, of the indoor and outdoor

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF FANTASTIC
SALE PRICES ON QUALITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES. DURING OUR
SALE MARCH 23, 24, 25 & 26.

records to fall once again. Since
practice began in late January, time
trials have been run and Moravec
has seen potential record breaking
performances.
Two freshmen, Robin Herdman
and Dana Dittfach, will be strong in
the 100 and 220 yard dashs as well
as in the relays. With only two
weeks of practice Sue Pike has
already established the team's
fastest 880 yard time so far.
Yesterday the Warriors took on
Gustavus Adolphus College in a dual
meet at New Memorial Hall and
Moravec was looking for a close
meet. "Gustavus has already had
one meet under their belts, and
looking at their times and comparing them to ours, it looks like it
might be a very close meet,"
observed Moravec. "Overall we look
pretty good but are hurting in the
field events and we'll be giving
away points there.
"This year we are hoping to do
better in the state AIAW meet at

by Jan Hanson

the University of Minnesota campus. In 1975 we scored only one
point and last year we accumulated
15 points." The perennial state
power, the University of Minnesota,
appears again to be tough with St.
Cloud State, Bemidji State, Moorhead State and Golden Valley
Lutheran College also looking
strong. Helping coach Moravec with the
training and coaching are Vern
Augustson and Kay Guziak as they
ready 18 women for the upcoming
indoor and outdoor season. The
team is young with only one senior,
Pat Tighe, and lacks some college
meet experience, but Moravec is
looking for a good season.
The Warriors travel to Mankato
Saturday for the Mankato State
Invitational and conclude their
indoor season at home April 5
against Stout. The outdoor season
includes four meets and the State
AIAW meet at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis.
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MISSISSIPPI VALLEY SKYDIVERS

■

Introduction

Sport Parachuting
EVERYONE INVITED
23 March 1977

Call 507-454-5567

7:00 PM

SHORTY'S

SALE PRICE
NIKKORMAT FJ2 WITH F2 $267.50

$159°°

For Further Information

D. ✓. LOUNGE

Daytona Beach

April 8-17

AND

Disneyworld
7 DAYS - 6 NIGHTS
TRIP INCLUDES:
• Roundtrip Motorcoach (Greyhound)
• 6 Nights at Oceanfront H6tel
• Roundtrip to/from Disneyworld
For More Info Call Tina at 457-2581
Between 6-9
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April 18 Deadline for Satori
by Michele Coyle
The Satori staff is currently
seeking contributors for this year's
literary magazine.
The Satori is published annually
by the students at Winona State
University, under the advisement of
Dr. Orval Lund, 319 Minne Hall.

63 Plaza East
No. 1 Trophy Supplier In S.E. Minn

GRAHAM & McGUIRE'S
New Downtown Tennis &
Racquetball Pro Shop
is now open
Meet Bob Gunner, Pro
1 0%

Off

on over 200 Racquets for Racquetballers &
Tennis Players. Also Covers and Presses.
On Sale thru March
Tennis Racquets by:
• Head
• Wilson
• Slazenger • Bancroft • Davis
• Seamco
• Garcia
Racquetball Racquets by:
• Ektelon
• Wilson
• Add-In
Prompt Service on restringing and new grips
for racquets.
We just received a new shipment of tennis
racquets.
Choose Now!

Our $17
Bib
Overalls

Designed
to fit
you
and your
budget

Any student, former student or
faculty member, including nonEnglish majors, is eligible.
Students displaying talents in the
areas of poetry, short stories,
creative essays, photography and
artwork are encouraged to submit
entries. These contributions are
subsequently judged (anonymously)
by the editor and her staff.
The Sylvia Bremer award will
provide $50 to Satori's most
valuable contributor.
Dr. Emilio DeGrazia, former
faculty advisor who substituted in
Lund's absence last year, gave the
magazine a superior rating. He said,
"Of the literary magazines I've seen
in the past, Satori is one of the very
best."
The name "Satori" originates
from a state of spiritual enlightenment sought in Zen Buddhism.
The 8th volume of the Satori
magazine will be distributed free
at the end of spring quarter.
Anyone interested in contributing
to the Satori is asked to contact
Michele Coyle, editor, at 452-2329,
or Orval Lund at 457-2949. The
deadline for contributions is April
18.

Student Legislation
Governor Rudy Perpich has
declared Wednesday, March 30, as
Student Legislation Day. This will
allow students from around the
state to talk to Perpich and other
legislators concerning bills that
affect students.
A bus will be leaving from the
Winona State University Performing Arts Center at 7:00 a.m. on the
30th. A sign-up sheet for interested
students in posted in the Smog.
According to Mitch Penny, two of
the bills that concern students most
are liquor on campus and full
transfer of credits.
For the first time a liquor on
campus bill has made it out of
committee and will come to a vote
before the full Senate.
In the House of Representatives,
a similar bill has been passed out of
sub-committee and is scheduled to
be voted on by the House Higher
Education Committee.
The bill for full transfer of credits
is awaiting a vote before the entire
House as it was passed out the
committee.
The Senate version of the full
transfer bill has not yet been heard
by the sub-committee.
CLASSIFIED ADS
The classified ad rates for the
Winonan are $2.00 for the first
20 words and 5 cents per word
after that.
Write to Business Manager
Winonan, 113 Phelp Hall,
Winona State University or call
457-2158.
For Sale: 1973 Bultaco Alpina
250 cc street legal Enduro trials
bike, $575 or will consider. Call
454-4489 before 6 weekdays.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.
Good income, no selling involved. For information
application write to: Mr. D.
DeMuth, 3223 Ernst St., Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.

JCPenney

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT &
WEDDING RINGS: Up to 50%
discount to students, faculty &
staff (full or part-time). Example, 1/4 ct. $75, V2 ct. $250, 1
ct. $695 by buying direct from
leading diamont importer. For
color catalog send $1 to SMA
Diamond Importers, Inc., Box
42, Fanwood, N.J. 07023 (indicate name of school) or call
(212)682-3390 for location of
showroom nearest you.
Will do typing for students and
teachers. Call 454-5567.

Clothing 25% to 50% Off
T-Shirts (Embroidery & Printed)
Embroidery Shirts
Blouses
Morocco Shirts
Long Dresses
"The Place for Enormous Savings"

118 Walnut St. Winona
Phone 452-6759

AT THE BOOKSTORE
CLASSICAL RECORDS
Super Special Sale on Classical Records.
We have just received a selection of 600 new
records with a style for everyone.
Priced at $1.98 and $2.69

DRESS SWEATERS
All Styles of our Dress Sweaters are now at 1/2
price. Many different colors. Crew or V-necks.

JACKETS JACKETS
All jackets, values to $21.00 are now on
Special for only $10.00

POMPETS
We have just received a large shipment, many
styles and colors — priced just right for you.

RUGBY SHIRTS
Our Rugby Dress Shirts are now on Special
with the regular price of $14.50. Now only
$10.00

DAYTONA
BEACH
FLORIDA
APRIL 8 - 17

$159.00
Includes:
*Roundtrip Motorcoach transportation aboard
Grehound coaches
*7 nights in highrise luxury accomodations on
the Atlantic Ocean — Private balconies
*Group accident insurance
*Hospitality Room

SEE STUDENT-ACTIVITIES
OFFICE FOR FREE BROCHURE

